
SAKUtto Cut
HIKIGIRI

long upper blade

short lower blade

1 4 power only ENOUGH for cutting!!/
LONG upper blade 

and 
SHORT lower blade 
boost the effectiveness 

of the cutting. 

This scissors was born under Co-development with the long (100 years) established 
Japanese scissor’ s company. The craftsman controls the most important process of the 

production to enable to gain the sharpest performance and high quality. 
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NH-HS175B NH-HS175P NH-HS175G NH-HF175B
Fluorine Coating

NH-HF175P
Fluorine Coating

NH-HT175M
Titanium coating

Fluorine CoatingStandard Titanium Coating
Leaves no adhesive residue 
due to Anti-Glue Blade! 

Resist rust, stain-resistant & 
anti stick blade Hardness & Durability UP!! 

SAKUtto Cut HIKIGIRI
NH-HS175　BLUE
NH-HS175　PINK
NH-HS175　GREEN
SAKUtto Cut HIKIGIRI Fluorine Coating
NH-HF175　BLUE
NH-HF175　PINK
SAKUtto Cut HIKIGIRI Titanium Coating
NH-HT175　MOCA

Item.
Item No.

Item.
Item No.

Item.
Item No.

W78×D13×H176mm
60g
W480×D407×H243mm
10.4kg
Stainless Steel
ABS resin/Elastomer resin
5/100

Size of product
Weight of product
Size of carton

Weight of carton
Material of blade
Material of handle
Qty per carton

■Specifications

Why less power
is enough?

This scissors cut any 
papers on an angle,  
then, cutting time takes 
longer. This boosts the 
effectiveness of the 
cutt ing.  In addit ion,  
upper blade is longer 
than lower blade. Those 
two blades are joined in 
such a way that the 
cut t ing  edges  s l ide  
against each other. 

1/4 power only 
enough for cutting!!

hand side middle of scissors  edge of blade

Normal power for cutting 

〈conventional scissors〉

〈hikigiri scissors〉

Because of uneven cross-section of the blade, 
adhesive does not stick to the blade firmly, then, the 

blade leaves no adhesive residue.  

Area where adhesive touches blade

Anti Stick Blade
to prevent sticking

〈conventional scissors〉 〈hikigiri scissors〉

Inner core plastic Soft cushion

User Friendly Handle 
Soft cushion handle for additional comfort

〈conventional scissors〉 〈hikigiri scissors〉

Compared to metal, the pin 
made of frictionless resin 
ensures that the blades 
can open and close easily 
and smoothly. 

Pivot Point for smooth cutting 


